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S hultz and colleagues1 report findings from a survey of
patients regarding ways that they might prefer to receive a

variety of laboratory test results. Responses varied between
and within participants, depending on factors such as the type
of test, whether the hypothetical result was normal or abnor-
mal, and participant age.
This study is set against a background of concerns about

overuse of tests, tensions between data security and user
convenience, and efforts to increase patient access to health
care and health data.
Overuse of tests is not routinely discussed in the context of

patient access to test results, but as access expands, so will
opportunities for offering information from resources such as
the Choosing Wisely initiative.2

Shultz and colleagues highlight the trade-offs between user
convenience and data security. Participants generally preferred
Bsecure email^ over Bunsecure email,^ but it is unclear whether
all participants understood the implications of such prefer-
ences. Survey materials described secure email as Bpassword
protected to insure confidentiality of data,^ somewhat glossing
over encryption procedures. Addressing tensions between
convenience and security is critical for realizing the potential
of health information technology.
Not addressed in this paper are similar tensions between

mode and timeliness of results delivery. Telephone calls and
office visits were popular options. However, waiting for test
results can be nerve-racking for patients,3 and preferences
might shift if an appointment required waiting for weeks,
whereas results were viewable on a patient portal within days.

Patient access to health data, appropriately, is increasing.
Yet not everyone feels comfortable with patients directly
accessing their laboratory test results. There are some legiti-
mate concerns about the lack of interpretability of current test
result formats4 or about test results causing false alarms or
false comfort. However, suchworries might benefit from some
historical context: similar concerns were raised about home
pregnancy tests nearly 35 years ago.5

As Shultz and colleagues argue convincingly, assessing
patients’ preferences is important for determining which tech-
nological system to prioritize for implementation. However,
variability in participant responses suggests that the goal of
providing test results in ways that suit patients might be best
achieved by offering all feasible options and letting patients
choose.
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